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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
07/20/16  

The bears control as dollar strength & declining safe haven weighs.  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -8.80, SILVER -21.70, PLATINUM -11.70  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were mostly higher 
overnight but Asian and Russian markets were lower. Favorable Microsoft 
earnings and more upbeat sentiment toward the UK fostered gains in European 
and US markets and in turn has cast a positive light on many commodities. The US economic slate today is thin 
today with the markets only facing weekly Mortgage application figures and that means US economic information 
will be limited.  

 

 
GOLD / SILVER 
With gold forging a significant early range and seemingly coming out of its recent coiling pattern to the downside 
the bear camp looks to start the Wednesday trade in control. While traders probably saw the downward revision in 
IMF growth forecasts yesterday as an issue that leaves economic uncertainty in the equation, strength in the 
Dollar and a decline in anxiety from the BREXIT this morning should give the bear camp in gold and silver fresh 
confidence. As mentioned in the prior session, August gold appeared to be coiling as if a moderately important 
trend decision was in the offing and the failure to hold above consolidation lows of $1,322.60 today could toss 
gold sharply lower. In fact, open interest in silver has continued to rise during the recent coiling action while 
volume has tailed off, and that could mean the bear camp is steadily gaining the upper hand. Furthermore, there 
is talk that a US rate hike is back on the table again and therefore seeing more favorable US data ahead could 
serve to tip the trend in gold and silver to the downside. We are already seeing overt weakness in silver with a 
well-defined pattern of lower highs, and that combined with a record spec and fund long is not usually a good 
combination. Traders should be on the lookout for a major compacted washout in silver ahead, especially if a 
series of key chart points are violated this week.  

 

 
PLATINUM  
Like the rest of the precious metals markets, platinum is gradually sliding down on its charts. In addition to lost 
upside momentum the platinum market is also facing developing pressure from strength in the Dollar. Another 
issue that should add to the bear tilt today is news that Anglo-American Platinum 2nd quarter platinum production 
jumped up by 33%. In conclusion sideways coiling action might set the stage for a large directional extension but 
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we have to suggest that the bear camp appears to hold an edge unless there is a broad-based improvement in 
world economic views.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
We continue to favor the downside tilt as fundamentals lean bearish and the Dollar looks to keep up the pressure 
on gold, silver and platinum. A pattern of lower highs and less sensitivity to global slowing fears seems to be 
tapering safe haven interest. In fact, seeing a lengthening string of favorable US scheduled data flows is another 
factor that has been lowering flight to quality interest in the precious metals complex. With the Pound rebounding 
this morning and fears toward the spillover from BREXIT fading somewhat there are a number of reasons to see 
gold and silver track lower on their charts. Critical consolidation low support in December gold is seen down at 
$1,322.60, and the failure to hold that level could foster the biggest washout in prices since the May slide. 
September silver has forged a fresh lower low on its charts overnight and that should increase the stop loss 
selling pressure in silver.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
07/20/16  
The bias is up but we expect wide two-sided action ahead.  

 

GENERAL: The copper market continues to surprise the trade with favorable 
chart action and little fear toward talk of even slower global growth ahead. In 
fact, seeing September copper take out the prior session's high in the face of 
weakness in equities and strength in the Dollar really highlights the bullish bias 
in copper prices. In fact, with open interest rising in sync with the July rally it 
would appear that bargain-hunting buyers aren't deterred even in the face of 
progressively higher prices. We think the liquidation of the net spec and fund short in copper continues and that 
action could be a large portion of the buying fuel sending copper prices back toward this month's highs. The trade 
has seen a developing pattern of declining LME copper stocks recently, but that issue is countervailed this 
morning by a 1,700 ton inflow. In another positive development Anglo-American posted a 2nd quarter copper 
production decline of roughly 30,000 tons from the prior quarter. It goes without saying that favorable housing 
starts and permits data from the US yesterday provides copper with a countervailing argument against sagging 
Chinese copper demand views.  

 

TODAY’S MARKET IDEAS 
From the action this week it would appear that September copper is capable of seeing a rise to $2.30. Initial 
resistance today is seen up at $2.2775 but a temporary peak up to $2.3040 can't be ruled out of the discussion in 
the coming sessions. However, to see copper extend this really straight away probably requires a resumption of 
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record highs in US equities and an ongoing pattern of favorable US data.  
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